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Royal Caribbean’s Odyssey of the Seas was scheduled to leave Port Everglades on July 3rd.
The cruise was halted after eight crew members tested positive for COVID. Strange enough,
all eight COVID-positive crew members were “vaccinated” for COVID, proving yet again that
these spike protein bioweapons do not stop people from testing positive for  COVID or
transmitting  infection.  Royal  Caribbean  has  discovered  that  the  VACCINATED  cause
outbreaks, and vaccines are not magic elixirs that prevent infection at all times.

The good news is that only two of the positive COVID cases showed any kind of symptoms,
and these symptoms were mild, like any other cold virus. Testing positive for COVID and not
having any sign of sickness is a pattern that has occurred for both the vaccinated and the
unvaccinated populations for over a year. Even though NONE of these positive cases on the
Odyssey of the Seas represent a viable public health concern, the CDC has quarantined
hundreds of non-infected, vaccinated crew members and halted the ship’s operations! The
ship’s inaugural sailing date is now July 31st. Under the current testing standards, the CDC
will  always  find  a  “COVID  CASE”  no  matter  if  a  person  is  vaccinated  or  not.  Under  the
current quarantine standards, ships will never sail again and people’s lives will be disrupted
for no reason!

Cruise ship industry and basic human liberties are under attack

For over a year, Royal Caribbean and the rest of the cruise ship industry have begrudgingly
acquiesced to the CDC’s unlawful medical edicts and false authority, hoping that the agency
would give people their basic liberties back. But as the industry comes to rely on the CDC
for basic economic and personal freedoms, more of those individual liberties are taken
away. The cruise ship industry has not been allowed to operate at  all  under the CDC
guidelines, as thousands of cruise ship employees are forced to take part in an experiment
that alters their cells and distributes spike proteins into their blood. All this time, the CDC
guidelines advertise “safety” while continuing to violate bodily autonomy and informed
consent principles.
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By  targeting  the  cruise  ship  industry  specifically,  the  CDC  is  contradicting  their  own
guidance and discriminating against one industry over all  other industries. The CDC no
longer responds to infectious disease outbreaks in an evidence-based manner. This rogue
agency of  unelected officials  has abused their  authority,  locking down an industry  without
giving individuals a choice to assume their own risks. Individuals have assumed risks with
infectious  viruses,  bacteria  and fungi  for  centuries,  without  having to  take  part  in  an
experiment and passport system that further enslaves them and promotes future outbreaks.

There are many reasons someone might seek medical attention on a cruise ship, (including
heart attacks, aneurysms, and blood clots caused by COVID vaccines) but in the case of
Odyssey of the Seas, COVID is not one of the reasons. Nevertheless, the CDC has the power
to shut down the entire cruise for another two months and isolate vaccinated people who
did everything to their body that the CDC wanted.

Florida fighting back against CDC to ensure that unvaccinated people aren’t segregated

The CDC has kept the cruise ship industry locked down for over a year in order to implement
Fourth Reich vaccine passports in the United States. The Florida state legislature has fought
back against vaccine passports, and has passed a law to punish any rogue entity (such as
the CDC) which threatens to violate the medical privacy of an individual or discriminate
against a person based on their vaccination status. Florida Governor Ron DeSantis is poised
to enforce that law, putting the rogue CDC on notice. Consequentially, all cruise ships that
sail  out  of  Florida cannot  legally  require  passengers  to  prove their  vaccination status.
Individuals in Florida will NOT be segregated or abused. They will be treated with dignity and
can assume their own level of risk, as was always the case. As for the vaccinated: They will
continue to test positive for COVID and spread spike proteins and other diseases; therefore,
they SHOULD NEVER receive preferential treatment or be given special privileges.
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